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Does this mean Quanell and his merry band of opportunists will be making another Southeast 

Texas visit? If so, we'll bring the snacks! 

 

A Hardin County grand jury met Thurday and voted to "no bill" the Lumberton PD officers 

involved in the LaDay debacle. The jurors not only saw the original autopsy, but also a second -- 

and disparate -- report done at the request of the LaDay family and their counsel. 

 

And we're finally done, right? Puhleeze! Y'all didn't think this would just go away, did you? 

 

The second autopsy contained some striking differences, mainly the inclusion that LaDay 

suffered a skull fracture and subsequent hemorrhaging. The examiner responsible for the new 

report, Dr. Lee Ann Grossberg, said in her report to the LaDay family that "the cause of death is 

pending until additional documents, such as police reports, witness statements and Taser data, 

are reviewed." 

 

She also discounted the levels of PCP found in LaDay's heart blood samples, and ruled out the 

overdose as a cause of death. Reasonable doubt OR opportunistic consultant looking for a decent 

payday? Feel free to peruse Dr. Lee Ann Grossberg's website. She's a hired gun who runs the 

Houston-based Forensic Pathology Consultation Services. She had this to say about her 

approach: "(She) strives to uphold truth in all cases, always holding herself to the highest of 

standards, the proof of which is evident in the distinction and quality of her work." 

 

And that's the thing, what IS the truth here? Was LaDay tripping on some hallucinogenic OR 

was he the victim of some overzealous police officers? What is for certain is that we won't see 

this case play out in criminal court. 

 

Still, a case we thought was over has now only just begun. The LaDay family's lawyer, Milton 

Grimes (of Rodney King fame), has filed a claim against Lumberton and the LPD in an effort to 

seek an out-of-court settlement. While they duke it out over a cash payment, the legal fun just 

keeps on coming. 

 

To quote the late Billy Mays, "And that's not all!" 

 

A Central Texas lawyer, David Fisher, has filed a complaint with the Texas AG's office against 

the outfit that performed the LaDay autopsy -- The Southeast Texas Forensic Center -- for failing 

to comply with a public information request to release the ME's findings. The center, which 

claims it is not a state agency, felt it was not required to release those results under the Freedom 

of Information Act. 

http://setxbayou.blogspot.com/2009/11/daybreaker-lawsuits-fly-in-even.html
http://www.beaumontenterprise.com/news/local/grand_jury_finds_no_wrong-doing_in_laday_case.html
http://www.beaumontenterprise.com/news/local/release_of_2nd_laday_exam_reveals_discrepancies.html
http://www.forensicpathservices.com/
http://www.news-journal.com/news/content/news/stories/2009/11/07/11072009_forensic_center.html


"Denise Gremillion, the center's attorney, argues the center is not a "governmental body," but 

instead provides services under a contract typical of vendors and purchasers. She writes that 

the center does not receive public funds in "general support" for its business, and therefore the 

private company does not meet the state's definition of a government body. By not meeting the 

definition, Gremillion said the center is exempt from public information laws." 

Yet, according to Jefferson County budget records, Dr. Tommy Brown (a forensic pathologist 

with the center), is a county-appointed official and therefore must abide by the request. 

 

According to news reports, "Jefferson County auditor Patrick Swain says it was just an oversight 

and that Brown is not an appointed position. He says that fact was just never changed when the 

morgue stopped operating under Jefferson County." 

 

And this ALL comes out on a Friday! To think this was finally coming to a conclusion. 

 

If we were a conspiracy theorist, we could draw all sorts of conclusions: skull fractures, lower 

than advertised levels of PCP, failure to comply with public info requests and a hometown Grand 

Jury that decided there was simply not enough conflicting evidence to take this thing to trial. 

There's a lot here for one to sink their teeth into, dontcha think? 

 

Good thing that's not the case. 
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